A Hellenic paintings were done in a kind of tempera; but they appear to cruise, have been painted with oil colours on a thin coating of lime laid on to the brick surface. This accounts for their survival under the secretion of dirt and damp, impossible had they been painted in tempera. Maybe it was the faint interest that the Union paintings awakened that inspired Balliol to give Gilbert Spencer the task of painting the history of its founder at Holy well. There he executed a delightful series of wall paintings, which carry on the Praeraphael-itc impulse to our time, in the idiom of our own speech.
1 sent a copy of my Romanes lecture to Gordon Bot-tomley, who acknowledged it in one of his charming letters:"
The Shelling, Silver dct h) Caniforth, 4th June, 1934, My dear Rothenstcin,
Thank you and thank you for the great pleasures you gave me last week. First in the welcome, acceptable news that an artist—and you the artist—is this year's Romanes lecturer: my wife and I have been out of England lately, and had missed the announcements of it. And, second, in the knowledge that you have had me in mind on so memorable an occasion, and among so many calls on your hours and attention; 1 am happy in your lecture, and seven times happy in the inscription you have put into it,
I value what you have said for its central burden most of all—In the confusion of daily life a part of our nature is unfulfilled' taken together with 'a freedom unnatural to the artist's calling' and 'creative minds, unharnessed, follow after strange gods', There's the truth: we all need harnessing. Little Spencer once said to me, 'The trouble with us. Hot-tomley, is that we haven't got a religion to paint.' You help us on the way to one.
And7 by the way, I welcomed and rejoiced in your praise

